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A BS I H AC 1’

Inc problem of how to organize part icular experience s In a
long—tern memory has been largely neglected in hatural Language
Understanding research. This paper addresses that problem . It shows
wfly good memory organization is necessary for doin.~ intellige nt tasks
such as story understandin g and conversation. A computer memory
organization modeled after human memory is proposed , as wcl l  as
strategies for accessln~ the computer memory (again based on human
information retrieval). This proposa l can also be viewed as a new
approach to the organization of intelligent databases. Inc CYRUS
system , a computer memory model which Implements this theory of memory
organization , is described .



Retrieving Information from an Episodic Memory
or

Why Compu ters ’ Memories
Snould be More Like Peo p le ’s •

Roger Schank and Janet Kolodner

Do A.].. programs understand what they read? Much debate

has taken place on this issue (e.g., Weizenbaum ~197ó), Dreyfus

~1972)) with little agreement . One thing seems clear , nowever.

No com puter program can seriously be said to have understood

anything unless It can pass a simple test of remembering what it

nas supposedly understood . This problem seems obvious and easily

solved . We can point to programs that, paraphrase or summarize .

C1e-~rly , they remember . Or do they?

Memory, af ter all , also Involves the integration of new

knowledge with old knowledge and the ability to use newly

obtiIr~~i information for future and as yet unspecifi ed tasks.

m i s  is a prablem that research in Natural Language Understanding

has not addressed at all. In our own laboratory , we have

developed programs that. understand stories and summarize and

answer questions about them . SAM (Culllngford , 1977 ]  an d PA M

(Wilensky, 1978) use scripts and plans to read stories and answer

questions about them . FRUMP [Dejong , 1979) reads newspaper

stories and summarizes them . But none of these programs can

apply inforaation gained in reading one story to understand a

later story. None have a long—term memory .

•rn i s  work was supported in part b~ the Advanced Research Projects
-~ency of the Department of Defense and monitored under the Off ice of

Na val  Resea rch un~er contract N 00 3 1’4—75—C— 11 1 1.
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gnat does long—term memory look like? Psychologists have

proposed a nunbe r  of theor ies , none of whi ch  are com p le tely

adequate for describing the organization of episodes in memory .

Quillian (19o~ ) proposed a semantic memory that was an

associative network of words used both for representing the

mean ings of sentences and for understanding new sentences.

Anderson and Bower ~1973) proposed a different kind of semantic

mem ory for relating words together . Neither of these theories

sufficiently explaine d how our long— term memories for experiences

an d e~ents are organized. Tulving ~1972) was the first to make a

dist inction between semantic and episodic memory , saying that

Semantic memo ry contained static knowledge about “wards ,

conce pts , and classification of concepts” , while episodic memory

contained information gained through personaL experience. That

distinction seems hazy , however , since most of’ our worl d

knowledge is gained through experience. Norman ~1972) pointed

out that answering questions involves more than simple retrieval

of information , Inference , knowl e~ige of causal ity , knowledge of’

intent , and general world knowledge are all part of the process

of retrieving Informat ion from memory . More recently, Williams

~1978] has suggested that people use strategies for retrievIng

information from long—term memory . Neither made a proposal ,

however , concernin g now that memory is organized . Bobrow and

Norman C 1975] proposed structures called schemata for relating

events to each other in memory . While this seems l ike  a

reasonable device for modeling the human capability of being

reminded of something , it does not. address some of’ tn e  other 

~~~~~~~~ 
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human memory capabilities that. we would like a computer memory to

have.

if psychology has not told us what human memory looks like ,

then perhaps we must attempt to discover it ourselves. One way

to do this is to look at some of the tasks a human memory does

that we would want a computer to do , ~nd design a comput er

program that can perform the same tasks . Peopl e do a great many

different . memory tasks every day in the course of’ understaniin~ .

We will discuss some of these below .

1 . Rem Inding

Some events and objects remind people of’ prev ious even ts. A

trip to the Museum of’ Modern Art in New York might bring to mind

a prev ious tr ip to t he Museu m of Modern Ar t , a trip to New York ,

a trip to another museum or another museum that looks like the

Museum of’ Modern Art , an experience of’ looking at modern art , and

so on.  it woul d not be unusual to hear someone sa y, “The ma in

character In that play rem in ded me of my mot her ” or “That

snowmobile reminds me of’ my motorcy cle. ”

Snould a computer be able to be reminded of’ things? if the

only  way we can manage th i s  is to use of some “a r t i f i c i a l

remi nd in g  device ” , the answer is “ no. ” But if , as seems more

reasonable , the phenomenon of reminding is a natural effect of’

the understanding process , then the answer is “yes.” We do want

our programs to understand in the same way that people do. But ,

perhaps more Importantly, the phenomonon of’ reminding Is a
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prerequisite for the process of’ creativity. Machines that cannot

make new , undirected connections between items in memory will

never be able to dream or imagine . In short , machines that

cannot be reminded will not be able to think , in any ser ious

sense of that term .

2. Relating events by time .

People are aole to relate events to other events by time. A

time association is made in recalling , “My daughter was born two

years after we moved to California” or “I started working at Yale

the year I got. married .”

Suppose we wanted the computer to answer tne question “Wnen

did Cyrus Vance ’s father die?” In a discussion about Cyrus

Vance , we would expect the computer to answer “When Vance was 5 h
years old.” Like reminding , relating events by time should be

part of the understanding process. People draw time relations on

tne fly depending upon the context of their conversation and who

they are talking to. A machine that can think should be able to

do that too.

3. RecognIzing when statements or questions are non-sensical .

People will respond to the question “Did Nixon run for

president in 1865?” a little faster than tney will respond to

“Did Nixon run for president in 1967?”, and both questions will

evoke a much quicker response than “Did Nixon run for president

in 1959?” The first two questions are quickly recognized as not

making sense , and therefore , no time is wasted searching memory
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f’0r’ an answer .

What information do people use to answer these quest i ons?

First of all , Richard Nixon is contemporary, therefore not l~ xe~ y

to have been around In 1855. Secondly, presidentia l elections

are in years divisible by ~4 , so 1957 could not have been an

election year . A “thinking ” computer should also be able to

recognize incongruities like that .

~~ Recognizing when something has not happened.

It’s very easy for someone whO has met few famous peD~ le to

answer the question “Have you ever met a famous persc-~ In a

museum ?” It takes much more time for a person who has met man’:

famous people to search all of the possibil ities.

People know what they do not know. Snould computers? Like

recognizing incongruities , a smart computer program should

recognize when it does not have the type of information bein g

requested wi thout  having to search i t s  en t i re  memory .

5. Ma king  in fe rences .

People can answer , “How did Cyrus Vance get. to Russia?” even

if’ they did not hear how he got there , or even if’ they did not

know that he was there . They make the inference that he flew

there because of the distance between Russia and the United

States , and because Vance is a political dignitary .

________________ 
_______

.
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We can ’t expect a computer to always be asked for things it

expli citly has in Its memory . It should be able to make simple

i nferences , howeve r , from the things it does know. A program

with information about Vance should be able to make the inferenc e

above when asked how Vanc e got to Russ ia.

6. Using time and place specifications .

People can calculate answers to questions such as “Wno was L

your girlfr iend in 1955?” by remembering what they were doing in

19S5 or wnere they were llvin~ in 1955 , and then remembering

events at that time and w.io they were doing them with.

Tnere are two issues here . First of all , a sm art computer

program should be aole to look in the correct place in its memory

to find an answer involving time and place. It should not have

to loo~ through its information about one place to find things

having to do with a second place. It should be able to look in

Its memory around the time specified in a question without having

to search through the rest of memory .

Second l y ,  a smart computer should be able to use Information

relating to time and place to calcul ate new lists that were not

in its memory. A person who cannot name all the girlfriends he

has had will nevertheless be able to calculate at least a partial

list given enough time . A computer memory , like a human memory ,

should not contain lists of’ everything it knows . But , like a

human memory , it should be able to search memory to find things

that it does not have lists for. Time and place specifications
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can be an inte gral part of that process in g .

1. Using rasps and other aids.

it Is hard to name the 50 states (i.e., there is no list, of

them in memory) , but people fi nd it. possible to name most. of the

states by p icturin g a map of the United States. Similarly , It ’ s

hard to name all the players on any particular football team , but

by pictur in g a playin g field and the positions on the field , and

rememberin.~ W~~D plays each position , It becomes an easier task. H

Map5 arr i cna rt s , like tim e and place specifications , are

necess~ry for calculatin ~ “lists ” of’ tnings that. are not. stored

as lists In memory, something a smart. computer will have to io.

8. Ex t.e~ sive memory search.

People can search memory extensively to answer such

questions as “Hav e you ever met a famous person?” or “Name all

the museums you have been to.” However , they do not. always come

U~~ with complete answers.

if people don ’t come U7 with complete answers , then we can ’t

expect computers to either . We can expect. , though , that they

will be able to search memory to come up with answers a~

extensive as people ’s answers. One way we evaluate a person ’s

intell igence Is Dy h~w well he remembers things . An Intell igent

computer should be able to search memory extensively so that. it

too , can do a good job at. “ rem emoer in g .” 
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But how do we design the computer analog of’ a human memory?

How can we relate events to each other through time? How can we

use time and place specifications to guide memory search? What

kinds of strategies are available ror searching memory?

The field of database management , which specializes in

organi zing large amounts of information in a computer memory ,

mi ght  seem the logical place to turn. Like the psychologists ,

however , database specialists have n~t addressed the problems

that we are trying to solve. Conventional databases are designed

to deal with only limited domains , suc h as emp loyee recor d s or H

in v e n t o r y  ( see We iderhol d  [ 1977)  for an overview) . They are able

to keep fairly detailed records in these domains by using list .s,

tables , and relations , but these techniques are not sufficient

for the more varied domains and tasks we want our computer

memor ies to deal wi th .  Databases which store ful l  texts and use

inverted tiles to keep track of individual words (e.g., the New

York Times Database) are being used for storing large amounts of

varIe d in fo rm at ion , but they have no inference capabilities and

can recal l data only by looking for strings of words in the

texts. Since all of the memory tasks we want our computer memory

to do require an inference capability, conventional databases

will not be very helpful in its design.

Perhaps the best way to design a computer memory is to look

at specific examples of how peopl e do what they do , and see if’ we

can discern a human memory organization that could be used In a

mac hine memory. Suppose we asked a friend to tell us about all
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the museum s he had been to. Would we expect our friend to have

his memory for museum experiences organized according to a list.

of museum s which was updated each time he visited another museum?

if he had done so, it would be an easy task for him to answer

t h i s  quest ion by merely r e t r i ev ing  the l is t . There are two m ajor

problems , however , with this theory of memory organizat ion.

First , it is unreasonable to assume that people actually have

list s in their heads. Second , as a practical matter , such 3

solu~.i on won ’t. work in general . A memory organized In this way

would have to have l i s t s  of each type of experience it knew

about , and retrieval would require retrieving all the appropriate

lists an :i doing relevant. Intersections and other operations on

tnem . Such a memory would be good at finding all experiences of

certain type s, but It could not easily relate events to each

other by time unless they were in the same list . It would

similarly be incapable of making ot.her associations between

events. Ultimately, the number of lists it would need would get

unwieldy.

How do people actually answer questions such as this? To

find out , we did an in formal  experiment of asking people

questions that would elicit the ways they searched their

me mories. A typical response to the question , “Name all the

museums you have been to” went as follows :

“Let me see. A few weeks ago , I was at the Smithsonian
Institute in Washington . I saw a really good exhibit
of the Centennial Exhibition there . And this past
summer , I went to a bunch of museums in London —- the
British Museum , som e gallery whose name I can ’t
rememoer , and lime. Tussaud ’s Wax Museum . And I also
went to some palaces there that. were museum s —- the
Hoyal Pav i li on in Brigh ton and some other palace in 

- .- -- ‘ -~~~~~~~~~—--~~~~~.- --~~~~~ , - . ,~ ~~~~~~-—-—- ---- --- . - -~~~~~~—~~~~~~
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London , um,... it was cal led Hampton Court . Wrra t
other museum s have I been to? The only foreign country
I’ ve been to is En g land , and 1 just  ment ioned  a l l  the
museums I went to there .  We go to New York f r e q u e n t l y .
I’ ve been to lots of museum s there —— M OI A , the Met. ,
the W h i t n e y ,  the Guggenh eim , the Brooklyn museum -- we
went there once when we were v i s i t i n g  f r i ends  who l i v e d
in Brooklyn . There ’s one more I ’ ve been to.  I
remember we saw a good exh ib i t  there , but. 1 can ’t
remember i t s  name.  I do rememb er that .  it  was old and
rundown , oh , and it was summer and it didn ’t have an
air conditioner . I once went on a trip around New York
state , and I went to the photography museum in
Rochester and the Corning Glass Museum . I almost
forgot,, I’ve also been to a bunch of museum s in PnIla .,
Boston , and New Haven (a l l  the places I’ ve l i v e d ) . ”

We also asked people to name the most famous person they  nai

ever met and then to te l l  us how they got t h e i r  answers .  A

typical  response to t h i s  quest ion was :

“First. 1 thought how somebody could be famous , an i
poli t ics was the f i rs t .  t h ing  I thought of. Then I
thought about circumstances where 1 could have met a
famous po l i t i c ian . I searched pol i t ica l  experiences 1
have had —— mostly political rallies I participated In
and experiences campaigning  for candida tes .  I
remembered that  I had met McGovern. But since you said
‘most. famous ’ , I went on to t h i n k  of other famous
people I migh t  have met . Next  I t h o u gh t  of
enter ta iners , and how I could have met them.  I
remembered shows 1 had gone to , and going ba ck—s L a~ e.
Then I thought  about. television programs and wh ether  1
had ever met any of those performers. Tnen I thought .
of famous scientists , and places 1 could have met
sci entists. ..“
What do the answers to these two questions have in common?

Both of these answers , and the answers to other questions we

asked , would seem to indicate that people applied certain

specific strategies to search the i r  mem ories .  More impor t an t ly ,

almost everybody we asked used the same types of s t rategies and

broke down the problems of memory search in the same way .  The

human a lgor i thm for the f i r s t  quest ion was cons is ten t ly  to 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ --~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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r e t r i e v e  the most recent museum experiences first ; then

exper ie 1:e~ t h a t  had been a l i t t l e  out of the o r d i n a r y ,  such as

awe-Inspiring experiences In museums , an i napp rop r i a t e  event tha t

happened at a museum , or hearing about some museum that was out.

of the  o r d i n a r y  in some way.  Next . , people re t r ieved museu m s w i t h

special enaracteristics , such as long winding staircases , museums

t h a t  used t .o be palaces , or museum s w i t h  specia l  t ypes of

exhib its. Finally, they retrieved places they  had been and

mu seuns i n  t no se  places , first naming museums In places they had

visite d and t nen in places they had lived . The algorithm for the

seconi question Involved finding the types of famous people there

are and then applying strategies to search for expe r i ences  t h a t

mi.~nt have led to meeting people of each type (e.g., W as I ever h
at. a political rally? What scientifi c conferences have I

attended? ).

Let’ s look more closely at the museum example  to see how we

could get . the computer to give a s imi l a r  answer.  Tne f i r st  t h i n g

hum ans d3u in answering tha t  question was to cal l  up t h e i r  most

recent and outst anding museum experi ences. So, in order for the

computer  to use the human a lgor i thm to re t r i eve  museu m

exper iences , I t  must associate some experiences more c losely than

others with museums and going to museums so tha t  a l l  of mem ory .

Go i ng to a mu seum bas i cally means “doing the museum script ”

[Schank and Abelson , 1977) . Organizing museum experiences around

the “museum scr ipt”  would al low the computer to eas i ly  r e t r i eve

ce r t a in  inst ances  of the script .
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After retrieving recent. and outstanding experiences from

memory, people searched the rest of memory for museum experiences

by remembering places they had v i s i t e d  where they m i g h t  have gone

to a museum . At this  point , the memory search c o n t i n u e d  as a

search for places visited . People used a variety of strategies

for finding places they had been . People who had not been on a

large number of trips tried to remember trips they had been on.

Other people , who had been on too many trips to make that

feas iole , followed mental maps of Europe and the United States ,

picking out major cities from the map and rememberin g their

experiences in thOse places. The final strategy people used In

finding museua experiences was to remember museuas in places they i
_

i

had live d . The strategy rules for finding museum experiences are

listed below:

1. Find museums by searcning for Instances of the
museum script .

2. Find museum experiences (Instances of the museum
script ) by searching for them as events within trip
instances.

3. Find museum s by searching memory for cities
visited.

4t. Find museum experiences by search1n~ for
experiences in pla es of residence.

5. Find trips oy searching for trips to foreign
countr ies or trips with in country of residence , or by
searc hing for fore ign coun tr ies and p laces w ithi n
country of residence and episodes associated with
those places.

6. Find places by using a map of the general area .

-~ ,“—.-—,.
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Tnese rules can be stored in a computer memory as features

of museums , the museum script , the trip script , and each of the

places. Attached to the museum script. would be the Information

that instances of this script normally occur during instances of’

trips or as singular event s in the place of residence. Attached

to the museum stereotype would be the information that they are

the location for doing the museum script and that they are

usually In big cities. Tne trip script would hold the

Information that trips are to places other than the place of

residence. And each place would point to memorable experiences

in that place.

Tnere would be no sense in organizing a computer memory this

way unless it could be generalized to other objects and episode

types. A memory set up this way would have its script s and other

stereotypes pointing to information about where in memory their

inst ances could be found. In this way, 
~~~~ 

stereotyoe would

s~ecIfv g ~~ strite~lez 1~~~~ 
searchin.~ memory L.Q L1a~ £k~

tances. Each script and stereotype would Include information

about wn3t other script s or macro—scr ip ts  i t  could be a part of

(eg., the museum script can be part of the trip macro—scr ip t ) ;

wn ich of its parts are important cues for finding Its instances

(eg., look for places different than home to find trips); and

w.~at other memory structures can be used to find its instances

(eg., go through a mental map of an area to find places). Using

t h i s  organizat ion , the fol lowing general rules for searching

memo ry could be u sed:

- 
. . - -—-— —— -. —— — a 
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7. To f i n d  in s t an ces  of a scr ipt , search for other
scr ip ts  and macro— scr ip ts  i t  can be part  o f .

8. To f i nd  objects , search for s te reo typ ica l  events
( such  a sc r ip t s)  associated w i t h  that  ob jec t .

9. To find an instance of a stereotype in memory, find
Instances f the parts of it that. are specified as
important .

10. To find pl aces , use a ma p .

Rule 7 is a generalization of rule 2, rul e S is a generalization

of rule 1 , rule 9 Is a general ization of rules 3, ~~ , and 5 , and

rule 10 is~a t’estatement-of rule fi~. -

In order to apply these strategies to a memory search ,

memDr y must. be well—organized . A well—organIzed memory should be

able to answer “Wnere did John go to law school?” without having

to go throug h  John ’s experiences in e lementary  school , h i s

ex periences at work , or his experiences with his family. We

could imagine memory for experiences to be a temporally—ordered

list. of all of the events that were part of a person ’s l i fe ——
every th ing  he d id  and evçry thing  he read or heard about in t hr

course of doing things. But , this type of organization would

make it difficul t to retrieve any single piece of information

without searching all of memory to find it. Because of the large

number of events that happen within one’s lifetime , straight time

sequences would be hard to index into for retrieval , and

therefore , not very useful for storage. Some better method of

organization is obviously necessary so that the memory can be

searched in a more directed way.
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Consider the followi ng knowledge we have about law school .

11 . Law school constitutes a 3—year period in one ’s
life characterized by one ’s bein~ a law—sch ool
student at a certain law school .

Rule 11 says that going to law school is a time slice in a

person ’ s life characterized by being a law-school student . If

all of the events that happened dun n; this tim e period and tha t

pertained to law school were grouped together In the c3mpu~er

memor y, then only this chunk of memory would have to be searched

to answer any question about law school . Questions such as “Wiat

student organizations was John involved in w~ ile he was in law

schoo l?” would be easy to answer. Consider anot her piece of

information we know about law school:

12. Law school comes sometime after college , usually
before an occupat ion , always before the occu2atlon of’
oelng a lawyer .

If law school Is a time slice characterized by being a law

student , then college and high school are also time slices. All

of these school experiences can be grouped together to form a

sequence of time slices involving going to school. Suppose w~

were to give the computer rules 11 and 12. They would tell the

program to look for law school in the school sequence after

college. Once this time slice was found , the particular law

school could be found by looking for tnose things that

characterize the time slice .

An organization such as this would struc t ure experiences

temporally, but would break the time line into workable parts.

It would be broken into pieces so that. each piece had some unique 

-. -.- .- -- -— -. . - -  - ——— - -- . - -------- -~-
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or partially unique characteristic (as in the example above).

Each of these unique pieces or time slices Is cal led an 
~~~~

[Kolo dner 1~ 7Si . ln the example above , the three years of going

to law school make up a professional school era characterized by

being a law—school student . Similarly, the college and high

school time sl~ ces also define eras. These eras , along w itn any

other school eras , c o n s t i t -u t .e  a sequence of school eras. Some of

the standara ways of breaking up a personal time line are:

pl ac es lived , jobs held , schools attended , and family situation.

Event s in a person ’s life havin g to do with his job would go in

an o c c u p a t i o n a l  era , those h a v i n g  to do w l t . n  h i s  f a m i l y  wou ld  go

in a family era , etc . events havin g to do with more than one

aspect of a person ’s life would be stored In more than one era .

Strategies for searching memory would take advantage of this

memory organization. When searching for an event havin g to do

with someone ’s job , only events In occupational eras would need

to be checked. Wnen searching for an event having to do with a

particular joo , only events in the eras corresponding to that

part icular job and the ot her eras nappeni ng at that time would

have to be looked at. To implement this on a computer , each

script and other stereotype would need t.o have information about

which times in someone’s life he might ~e Involved in that type

of activity, and wni ch  types of eras and era sequences it can be

found In, as well as the information mentioned previously. The

museum script would hold the information that residential eras

can be searched to f ind  i t s  instances .  Tne t r i p  script  would

have the information that. pleasure trips are a break from the

- - ~~~~—-~~—— -..- — - - . . — -~ ~- .—- —~~~~~~~~ - _ _ _ _  _.lsI J
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normai place of residence , and are also foun d by searching

residential eras, if the political rally script , for a particular

person were to contain the information that he attended t hem most

often when he was In college , then only that. portion of his life

would usually be searched to find political rallies. The

followin g addition al rules can be used for searching a memory

organized as described aoove :

13 . To find an instance of a stereotype in memory, look
only at events in the types of eras and era sequences
It. could be found in.

1.4 . To find an instance of a stereotype in memory, look
only at events in the appropriate eras going on at
the time when this event. Is most likely to have taken
place .

15. To find an era , look onl y a t even t s In th e
appropriate era sequence at the time specified
r e l a t ive  to other eras in that  sequence and in other
sequences.

Applyin g the strategies described above will nat. always give

com plete answers. Sometimes relevant events will not. be found.

~ut people also find it.’ har d to gi ve com pl ete answers to

questions involving extensive memory search. People give

incamplet.e answers when they do not apply relevant strategies.

We found that. people often forgot to mention museum s In their

name towns when naming all the museums they had been to. When t.
people search with something specific in mind , they ten 1 to ~k1p

oier other relevant, answers . Wnen answering “Who is the most .

famous person you have met?” , people missed finding famous

entertainers while they were searching memory for politicians

(even in one instance wnere the entertainer had introduced the

person to the famous politician).

- , ,
~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ . - 
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Tnese memory organizations and strategies are not sufficient

by themselves for searching memory . besides the organization

mentioned above , event.s must be related in a variety of other

ways. It seems reasonable that people organize events around

people involved in the events , countries involved , issues

involve d , etc. In the museum example above , some people used a

mental map to find places they had visited arid experiences in

those places. Tnis could not have been done if they did not have

at least some events organized around those places. A computer

memory fo llowing that strategy woul d also need to have eac h place

point.  to some of the events  tha t  happened there . S imI l a r l y ,  each

object., issue , and person should have pointers from it to some of

the experiences associated with it. Organizing events in this

way would allow alternative strategies of searching through

events associated with each of the particular objects, countries ,

issues , and persons mentioned in a question.

Events must be i ndexe d in some smar t way so that they can be

associated witn each other as described above. Associating

events witn each other through a series of discrimination trees

allows an event. to be searched for without having to look at

other events in the long event list of an era. Similar events

woul d be near eac h otner in memory , events that happened at the

same place would be close to each other , and unusual events would

be closer to the top of a tree and therefore easier to retrieve.

Events could then be found by following down appropriate branches

of appropriate trees. Eras would then be used for searc h only in

cases when an event could not be found in a tree. They would
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ma ~ n t a i n  t h e i r  Imp or tance , however , as knowledge  s tructures

necessary for inference and time relations. The proDlem that

remains , however , is to determine what are the relevant

discrim inations to be made in these trees.

How can this memory organization be used to relate events to

eacn other by time? In order to relate events to other events by

time , there must be a notion of the relative Importan ce of

even t s .  ~e can Imagine a person talking about a trip as

occurring “two weeks before I got marr ied .” But we would find It.

unusuaL to near that someone say that, he got. married “two weeks

after the trip to New York when I went to the Wnitn ey Museum .”

We would l ike  a memory program to make the same types of tim e

relations. If asked , “When did you get married?” , a program

should answer “in 1959, two years after I finished college ”

ra ther  than  “two weeks af ter  I went to New York ” (un less  the

current  cont.ext was the t r i p  to New Y o r k ) .  Eras can be used for

relating events by t ime .  Events tha t  s tar t  and end eras tend to

be l andmark  events .  Furthermore , some era sequences seem to have

more importance than others. Some people tend to re la te  al l

event s to occupational eras . Other peopl e seem to use f a m i l y

eras for descr ibing when events occurred .

Trie CYRUS system ~Kolo dner , 1978) is a memory model that

organizes biographical information about people and uses

knowledge about its organization for re t r ieva l  and automatic

updating . An important aspect of the CYRUS system I s  tha t  the

organization of its memory represents an attempt. to model memory

- ,— -----.-------. ,-.. — -‘-.——~~ 
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in people , and its retr ieval and updating procedures m i rror the

way we oelleve people access their memories. CYRUS is an

implementation of the ideas about memory organization and

retrieval described above.

CYRUS has a question—answering module which answers

questions put to it by a human user , and an updating modul e which

automatically adds new information to memory from the UPI wire

after that inform ion has been pre—processed by FRUi’IP [DeJong

1979). Toe CYRUS system contains information about U. 5.

Secretary of State Cyrus Vance , who was chosen as the model for I
the system since he Is in the news often enough to generate a

large nu.mber of news updates. A sample dialogue with CYRUS

follows :’

Qi: Woo is Cyrus Vance?
A l: Secretary of State of the United States.
Q2: How did he become Secretary of State?
A2: He was appointed by President Carter.
Q3: Where is he today?
A3 : Egypt .
Q1~: Wo y did he go there?
ALL : He went to negotiate a compromise

agreement to Egypt .
Q5: Has he met with the Israelis recently?
A5: Yes , In Washington right before he left.

for Egypt.
‘Note : The parser and generator in CYRUS cannot yet handle all of the
dialogue In these examples and the one that follow. However , the
memory organization and the retrieval heuristics, which we were
concentrat ing on In building the system , are implemented as described
and can answer all the example questions posed in Conceptual
Depen dency.

• ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~ 



~~ Who was at the mec ’t1n~ ?
Ab: Moshe Dayan and some israeli le~ al ex ports .

~7: Will he meet w ith thea in Israel?
A ? : Yes , to dIscuss the comprom i se ~~rce’arnt

Each of the memory structures and strate~ ies ment ioned ahov e

Is implemented in CYKUS . The CYRUS episodic memory contain s all

the events In the lives of the people represented . CiH~’ .~’

stereot ype memory holds each of the stereotypes t.h~ t ‘v ~ t~e u”l

for represent at ion and all of the relevant Info roit I~~i at~~i’ e.i .’h

of the stereotypes .

Eros in i2~~H US ore cha ra ct er i~ od by the major role theac~ ~

person Sn Involv ed in at each point in hi s l i f e  iSch~nk a f l i

Abelson , l ’~T 7  1. ln C I H U 5 , ea ch person represent c I hv~ ~~

occupational sequence of eras (includ1n ~ school) , a fam il y

sequence of eras, a social sequence of eras, and a res ide ntia l

sequence of eras (where each era correspon.ls to a place thr

person tias lives) . Each era has a correspondinc role the ac or

place of residence. Eras contain all the pvent~ in a person’s

life occurrIng durin g that. time span and perta1nin~ to th at rolr

thene or place of residence. Cyrus Vance ’s current occ~ i.at lonal

era Is characterized by his bein~ Secretary of St ate; hi s

current family era Is characterized by his bein~ a husband and

father; and his current res identi al era is charact ericod by h i s

having a place of residence in Washington , but t rav ellin g a ~r eat

deal . Current events having to do with Vance ’s oc~ upa (ion go

int.o his current. occupational era; events havin g to do w i t h  h i s

fam ily life go into his current family era ; and event s having 1. 0

do with his social life go into his current. sootal era . Events

-
~~ 
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havin g t.o do with his place of residence go into his current

residence era. Each event, knows woich era it lives in. ~ n

CYRUS is asked a question about a recent trip that Vance has made

to Israel , it looks at eventS in his current occupational era ,

since Vance travels a lot as Secretary of State. To search for a

recent party he went to 1 only events fror his current soolil era

are checked , unless It was a family part y or had to do w~. t n  hi s

occupation , In which case events  would come from e i t h r r  r~~s

family or occupat ional eras.

Events In CYHLJ S are represented as inst antlatio ns of script s

or aacro— scripts . ~acb Instant i ation has its event s att ich ~ i t o

it through an event list . A trip to Israel In which Vance spoke

to Begin and attended a state dinner would be represented as

fol lows :

$TRIP actor VANCE destination ISRAEL origin USA
events:

$ATTEND—MEETINJ actor VANCE meetee B~ 3lN place 1SRP.tL
$ATTEND—STATE—D1PH~ER actor VANCE place 1SRAt~L

Events contained within larger episodes are organized with in the

episodes they are a part of. Thus , a meeting in a foreign

country will always be organized as an event within the trip to

that foreign country. In addition , a prel im inary vers i on of

associating events with their components through the use of

discrimination trees has been Implemented , and even t s ca n be

found by looking in the appropriate trees.

Stereotypes in the form of scri pts and macro—scripts play a

large role in memory retrieval. The first way to find an even t

asked for In a question is to search for it. In the discrimi nation

_______ ______________ ~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~
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trees associated with the component s of the question. Tnus , any

recent or unusual event s would be retrieved first. . Stereotypes

also specify strategies for retrieving their instances and point.

to eras , times , and era sequences where their Instances are most.

l ikely to be found. Tne stereotypes CYRUS uses are script s,

macro -scripts , person stereo ty pes or role themes , and place

stereotypes. Each scri pt , macro—script , and role theme that is

used for represent ation in the CYRUS episodic memory also has a

stereotyoe in the stereotype memory . A sample scri pt that CYRUS

makes extensive use of is the attend—meetin g script.

( s A r r ~ N o — M~ErINJ). information in CYRUS about that script .

in clu d es its structure , pointers to places In memory where it

ai~~~ be found , an d recen t and extraor di nary even ts att ache d to

it.. FI gure 1 shows wh at the attend—meetin g script looks lIke In

CYRUS :

scr i p t  header :
($ATF~ND—M~~TIN~ actor &ACTOR attendees &M~ET~~S

topic &TOPIC place &LOC)
s~ ructure:

&ACTO~ +- -)  &ACTOR and &MEET~~S
and ( :> ‘MIRANS ’ (—o— &TOPIC < — 1

&M~~~1’~~ S +—— < &ACTO R and !*MEETiES
/ \ &ACTO R

(—I— and <:> •SPt~AK’
&Mt~ETe~ES

M A NNE R ( ‘REPE A TE DLY ’)

era—sequences: OCCUPATiONAL
macro— scripts: $SUMMIT—CON FERENC E

recent-experiences:
( $ATT~ ND—MEET1N~ actor VANCE attendees SADAT

topic MID—EAST ACCO RD p lace EGYPT
t ime (during TR 1P 375 ))

d3 scriminstion—tree:
(TOPIC (MID-EASF—ACCORD . NODE2) (S.A. —MAJ-RULE . NODS3))

figure 1
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Let ’s exam ine how the attend-meetin g script Is used by the

syste.a to answer the question , “Wnen has Vance met w i t n Sadat

recent ly?” Memory must be searched for a m eeti nc~ between SadM

and Vance. information found on the attend-meeting s c r i p t  i s

used to search for an answer. CYI(US searches memory using that

Information . Tne first piece of Inform3t ion It uses is th at

these meetin gs occur during occupational eras, it also kn2ws

that , unless specified , event s usually occur In the place of

resi dence of one or another of the part icip ant s In an event . So

CiRUS loo<s for oeetin~ s in the United States and Egy p t  . lt do’~

so by followin g paths in discrimination trees associated with

1Ar T ~~~) — M ~~~r l N . , tnr Unitri States , E~ypt , and Sadat . if it

doesn ’t find any meetin gs by searching those trees, It uses its

knowledge about places to figure out that events In E~vrt had to

involve a trip to Egypt , and should therefore be found by

searching events within trips to Egypt.. CYRUS looks for busin ess

trips to E~ypt since the meeting script specifies that it is

occup ational.

Since all meetin gs do not occur in the place of residence ci’

one or th9 other of the partic ipants , this strategy is not yet

com plete. In the case of political VIP’s, meetings oft en take

place in another country, on neutral ground . To compl etel y

answer the question , C Y KU S must. use i ts knowle d~r about

macro-scri pts a meeting could be part of. The at .tend-meetin~

scrIpt holds the information that meetings between head s of state

can be part of su.wmit meetin~ episodes , and the search can

continue oy looking for summ i t. meetings Vance attended where

_ _ _ _  _ _ _ _  -.~~~~~~~~~ ..~~~~~~- .- — -~~~~~~~~-. -- - -- . _ _ _
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Sadat was also a participant . CYRUS does this in much th e same

way it looked for regular meetings , using the additional

information that summit meetings can also happen in neut ral

countries such as Switzerland . It can also search through his

trips to those countries to look for a summit meeting. At this

point In the search , if’ lookIng through appropriat .e

discr im ina ti on trees of events has not y iel ded an answer , CYRUS

can search through the event lists of appropriate eras to find

meetings. It makes use of similar strategies to those described

above , i.e., to find a meeting in Egypt , it. searches through the

app ropr i ate event list for a tr ip to Egy pt , and then through the

event list of the trip for a meeting. L
In order to answer this question , then , CYRUS nee ded to use

a large amount of Information . The meeting script indicated what

type of eras its instances could be found in , and wnat.

macro—scripts It could also be a part of. CYRUS’ genera l

knowledge told it that the place for a meeting was probably the

country of residence of one of the participants; and that in

order for a person to be in a place other than his place of

resid ence , ne must take a trip there . Additionally, CYRUS nee ded

to know that the type of a trip and its locatIon in memory are

determined by the events which happen during the trip, and should

be found by searching for the appropriate tyoe of trip. Input

and output from CYRUS, including some intermediate output follov :
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)Waen has Vance met with Sadat recently?

Searching for meetings between Vance and Sadat
Searching for business trips to Egypt made by Vance
Foun d CON 5~ 2
Searching C0N562 for meetings with Sadat
Foun d CON 5~l t
Searching CON5’47 for meetings with Sadat
Foun d one

Decem ber 15, in Egypt .

Some of the strategies CYRUS used in answering this question

were searching directly for meetings Vance has attended , looking

at experiences Vance has had with Sadat , and looking at

experiences Vance has had In Egypt . Additional alternative

strate~ ies (not yet implemented ) could also have been used .

Alternatively, Va nce ’s experiences associated with the

AraD— Israell conflict or the Egyptian—israeli peace talks could

have been searched (after inferring that a meeting between Vance

and Sadat probably had to do with one of those issues).

in answering the question , “Has Vance ever gone sightseeing

in Saudi Arabia? ,” information about the sightseeing script is

used to guide the memory search. CYRUS first looks directly for

a sightseeing experience In Saudi Arabia. If It cannot find

that , CYRUS uses the place information specified in the question

to infer that the si ghtseeing event It is looking for happened

during a trip to Saudi Arabia , and it. thus searches memory for

trips to Saudi Arabia. It looks for pleasure trips Vance has

ma de , since sightseeing is usually done during pleasure trips.

When it finds no pleasure trips to Saudi Arab ia , it must continue

the search some other way . Sightseeing can also occur during

.

~

. 
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business trips , so CYRUS continues the search by looking for

business trips to Saudi Arabia. A trip to Saudi Arabia in

September , 1973 , in which Vance went sightseeing at the oil wells

In Dharam is found , and the answer is given:

>Has Vance ever gone sightseeing in Saudi Arabia?

Searching for pleasure trips to Saudi Arabia by
Vance

Searching for business trips to Saud i Arab ia by
Vance

Foun d C0N525
Searching C0N525 for sightseeing experiences
Foun d one

Yes , he went sightseeing at the oil wells in Dnaram
last September .

Again , an alternative strategy could have included loo~d n~

at. events associated wItn the Arab—israeli confiict to find a

recent trip Vance made to Saudi Arabia.

Memory is searc hed in muc h the same way to answer the

question , “Did Vance stay in a hotel last time he was in Saud i

Arabia?” Since the place is specified as Saudi Arabia , CYRU S

knows to search the events that happened during Vance ’s last trip

to Saudi Arabia. The trip script specifies that the actor stays

in a hotel unless otherwise stated . CYRUS finds Vance ’s last

trip to Saudi Arabia as it did in the last example , an d searches

its events for a specification of where Vance slept . Since

Vance ’s last trip to Saudi Arabia specified that he stayed in a

gue st palace , CYRUS answers accordingly:

_  .
~~ .... .

~~
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>Dld Vance stay in a hotel last time he was in
Saudi Arabia?

Searching for pleasure trips to Saudi Arabia by
Vance

Searching for business trips to Saudi Arabia by
Vance

Found C0N525
Searching C0N525 for sleeping experiences
Found one

No , he slept In a guest palace there .

If no specification of where he slept had been found , CYRUS woul d

have usea its knowledge about trips to infer the answer “Yes” .
‘1

CIRUS can use its eras and era sequences to relate event s

through tine , if asked “When did Vance ge~ married?” , CYRU S

would answer “Soon after he began to work as a lawyer.” If

asked , “Wnen was ne last in Paris?” , It would answer “During the

Vietnaa peace talks , when he was an advisor to President.

Johnson. ”

CYRUS infers things not explicitly In memory by makin g use

of expectations derived from the scripts , macro—script s, and role

themes it. knows about . It uses its knowledge about enablement

conditions for role themes to answer questions sucn as “How did

Vance become Secretary of State?” in this case , the appropriate

role theme tells CYRUS that Secretaries of State must. be

appointed Dy the head of state , so it uses t hat information to

answer “He was appointed by President Carter .” It can use its

knowledge about trips to answer “How did Vance get to Russia?” by

inferring that he took an airplane , even if this information is

not explicitly in memory .

_ _ _ _  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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We are aiming further research at findinz wnat other memory

organizations are necessary for doin~ tn~ tas~ s we want the

computer memory to do , what otner strategies are availa ble for

searching and retrieving information from memory , and how

retrieval of recent and outstanding Information can be more a

part of the general understanding process . Althouzh its parser

and generator are not yet complete , tne CIRUS menory functions

can now en a;e In all the quest i on-answering dialo;ucs presented

in this paper. We expect the parser and generator to be

complete d In the next few months. Wnen they are coa;~1etc , ani

after additio na l memory capab il ities arc adoed to CiR~i3, w~

expect CYRUS to engage in even more sopi~isticateo dialo ~u~’s.

Earl ier it was mentioned that a memory model should DC able

to co a lot of the memory tasks people can do. The R)S syst e-~

applies strategies to search its episodic memory In order to give

answers similar to those that a person wltn the same knowlei~e

would give. It uses it, organization to relate event s to each

otner through time , and it infers information n ot explicitly in

its memory by using the knowledge structures it knows aDc’ut. in

the future , we hope to explore other strategies for searching

memory and more aopnisticated schemes for mewry organization .

For example , we would like CYRUS to be able to make better us’ of

time and place speci fications on its questions in guidin g memory

search. We would like CYRUS to know what it does not know

without extensive memory search. Giving CYRUS the ability to

make more associations and to direct those associations will

enable CYRUS to go off on tan gents the way people do. We hope to
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make CYRUS a more human—like memory , capaole of’ making the same

mistakes we see people make in information retrieval .
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